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economic laissez-faire and of capitalism.    Hideous as
were the defects in the English social system, England,
after its ' glorious ' Revolution, was settling down to a
century   of   social   self-complacency.    A  great   battle
had been fought and won :   it had been made clear
once and for all that rulers are not responsible to God
alone, but to the ruled, and that the sole foundation
of tolerable government is toleration.    Authority could
no longer seek its  sanction with the  Church or in the
Testament: it must find its sanction in popular consent.
This victorious peace, which had been fought for by
Milton, died for by Sidney, and finally sealed by Locke,
established Whig principles in power, and freed a weary
nation from the perpetual menace of civil war.    The
Jacobite rebellions  of  1715  and  1745 lacked popular
support, and what the average man wanted was to be
left alone.    To this desire the Whig philosophy admir-
ably   conformed.    England   expanded   outwardly  and
stagnated inwardly. Locke had striven hard and striven
successfully for more freedom, but he had never striven
for more equality.    The essence of Whiggism has always
been the "belief in individual liberty combined with
the denial of social equality.    The succeeding centuries
were to show the truth of what had been a medieval
commonplace, and of what Harrington had declared to
the Rota Club, the impossibility of freedom in a society
where great gulfs of class and wealth exist.    Even to-
day this conception is rejected by Liberals, who have
a far wider experience on which to frame their social
judgements.    It is small wonder then that the Whigs
of  the  seventeenth  century,  whether  it  be   Halifax,
the practical politician and literary aphorist, or Locke,
the  metaphysician  and speculative  philosopher,   con-
centrated   upon   the    political   and    Parliamentarian
aspects of society.    For seventy or eighty years the

